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I. Introduction

These comments, submitted on behalf of organizations that provide free legal assistance to low-income student loan borrowers, address the Department of Education’s recent notice of its intent to create a negotiated rulemaking committee to revise a large number of regulations designed to protect students’ and taxpayers’ investments in higher education through the federal student aid system.¹ In these comments, we stress the importance of existing regulations that protect students and taxpayers from being preyed upon for federal student aid dollars, and emphasize that now is not the time to weaken oversight or institutional accountability. We also identify several topics that are not suitable for rulemaking at this time in light of recent and ongoing regulatory action, and we reiterate specific recommendations regarding state authorization based upon our prior work in this area. Finally, we urge the Department to reconsider the scope of topics to be discussed by the proposed committee because the tremendous breadth of issues proposed cannot reasonably be addressed through a single rulemaking process.

Our organizations strive to meet the legal needs of individuals and families with limited economic means, who otherwise would be without professional legal assistance. Our clients overlap with the populations that have most often suffered as a result of unscrupulous conduct in the higher education marketplace. They are often the first in their families to pursue higher education. They include people of color, immigrants, veterans, and older students—many of whom are parents. The issues to be addressed in the proposed rulemaking are of critical importance to the people we serve, as well as to hundreds of thousands of similarly-situated low-income students and borrowers.

We share the Department’s interest in making affordable, high-quality, and innovative postsecondary education accessible to all Americans. However, we believe that access, affordability, quality, and innovation are strengthened by effective consumer protection, accountability, and oversight, not weakened by it as suggested by Department officials.² Furthermore, because we regularly work with low-income student loan borrowers who have been left far worse off after taking on unaffordable debt to attend schools more concerned with aggressive growth and profit maximization than student outcomes, we are acutely aware of the very real risks and costs to students of providing schools with easy access to federal student loan revenues without robust accountability and oversight. We therefore urge the Department to consider these risks to the low-income students who are most in need of the benefits of quality higher education if regulations are loosened in the name of encouraging innovation.

II. Effective Oversight Protects Students and Taxpayers.

We urge the Department to recognize the importance of existing regulations in securing fairness and value for students and taxpayers, and preventing abuse in the higher education marketplace. Each year, the federal government invests over $150 billion in student loans, scholarships, and
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¹ Negotiated Rulemaking Committee; Public Hearings, 83 Fed. Reg. 36,814 (July 31, 2018).
tax credits in higher and career education.\(^3\) The regulations that the Department aims to charge this committee with reconsidering were largely designed to ensure that these taxpayer and student dollars are spent effectively. In doing so, they provide critical checks on the types of abusive and wasteful school practices that can leave former students mired in unaffordable student loan debt taken on for programs that do not provide adequate—or often any—return on investment. As detailed in recent legal aid community comments to the Department, our low-income clients who sought higher education and career training to secure a better future for themselves and their families are devastated and pushed deeper into poverty when schools take advantage of their dreams and loan eligibility and fail to deliver value.\(^4\) If the regulations identified in the Department’s notice are weakened or rescinded, these problems will only become more rampant.

The Department must do more to protect students, not less. Unfortunately, over the past two years the Department has pursued steps that have reduced oversight and protections for students.\(^5\) These efforts have included weakening access to loan relief for students defrauded by their educational institutions, proposing to eliminate protections designed to ensure that graduates of career college programs are gainfully employed upon completion, and delaying the aforementioned state authorization regulations. In each instance, the Department has hastily sought to upend important regulations that have addressed historical abuses that plague the higher education marketplace. The existing regulatory regime neither can be nor should be carelessly thrown aside in deregulatory zeal.

**III. Revising Rules Prematurely Leaves Students At Risk.**

Several of the issues enumerated by the Department for consideration during the proposed negotiated rulemaking committee are particularly ill-suited for immediate review. These include the regulations relating to state authorization, the definition of the federal credit-hour, and the relationship between an educational institution and another organization that provides a portion of the school’s programming.

Earlier this year, the Department delayed the implementation of new regulations—originally promulgated in 2016—pertaining to state authorization of distance education programs, including, but not limited to, mandatory disclosures about such programs to enrolled and prospective students.\(^6\) These regulations were the product of a 2014 negotiated rulemaking session that sought to adapt the Department’s regulation of distance learning to the explosively
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growing online education sector. While the Department has claimed that more time is necessary
to conduct an additional negotiated rulemaking session and revise the regulation, it has provided
no substantive evidence concerning the inadequacy of these prior efforts.7 Our organizations
invested significant time and resources into the previous negotiated rulemaking process with the
understanding that the rulemaking was being undertaken in good faith and that the resulting rule
would be implemented as stated. There is no justification for redoing this extensive process so
soon, particularly given that there has been no change in the underlying factual circumstances.
Rather than conduct additional rulemaking, it is appropriate to put these pre-existing regulations,
which are the result of an extensive public process, in place.

Similarly, the current definition of the credit hour was finalized in 2011 and, as recently as 2015,
the Department further streamlined the requirements for converting clock hours to credit hours.8
The Department has provided no evidence that these recent efforts have precluded access to
quality innovative education, and thus should not bring together a new negotiated rulemaking
committee to once again review regulations that have been so recently modified on this basis.

Moreover, the credit hour definition was originally adopted to strengthen the inconsistent and lax
oversight of accrediting agencies as a metric to quantify student learning.9 It reduces the risk to
low-income student borrowers of programs quickly and unjustifiably running up their loan
balances and running down their lifetime Pell and subsidized loan eligibility without providing
commensurate education. These regulations should be enforced unless and until the Department
comes forward with an alternative method to put guardrails on schools’ ability to charge student
loan borrowers and taxpayers more money for less education.

Revisions to the regulations governing arrangements between an institution and another
institution or organization to provide a portion of an educational program are also
inappropriately timed. The Department is currently in the process of executing a pilot program—
the EQUIP program—on this topic. The program, begun in 2016 and only recently expanded,
has not yet progressed sufficiently to assess possible changes to the current regulatory regime.10

More generally, on these and the remainder of the topics suggested for the proposed negotiated
rulemaking, we are concerned that, in support of fostering innovative postsecondary education,
the Department may seek to undo much of the progress taxpayers and students have made over
the last few years to rein in abusive practices. New teaching methods and technologies can
benefit Americans but, based upon our work, we are acutely aware of the multitude of ways in
which predatory practices have harmed students and taxpayers. Effective oversight and clear

7 Id.
8 Program Integrity and Improvement, 75 Fed. Reg. 66,832 (October 29, 2010); Program Integrity and Improvement,
9 See U.S. Dep’t of Educ., Office of Postsecondary Education Dear Colleague Letter GEN-11-06 (Mar. 18, 2011),
of Education Approves First Innovative EQUIP Experiment (April 13, 2018), available at
approves-first-innovative-equip-experiment; see also Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Education, ED Launches
Initiative for Low-Income Students to Access New Generation Of Higher Education Providers (April 16, 2016),
new-generation-higher-education-providers.
rules are thus essential to ensuring that educational offerings funded by taxpayer dollars actually benefit students and do not create new opportunities for abuse.


Notwithstanding the concerns cited above, if the Department does convene the proposed negotiated rulemaking committee and ask it to address state authorization for distance education, we reiterate and incorporate by reference the positions expressed in our previous comments on the topic.11

Our low-income clients have been increasingly targeted by unscrupulous and predatory out-of-state schools that offer distance education programs. We believe that state authorization regulations, such as the 2016 regulations, are critically important to ensuring that these low-income students receive the same legal protections as students attending traditional brick-and-mortar schools in the same state. To protect students and taxpayers from exploitative distance education, all providers that wish to participate in the Title IV program must be required to obtain state authorization in each state where they enroll students and where the state requires authorization to operate. This ensures that states have the opportunity to conduct a review of distance education providers just as they do for traditional providers.

Additionally, federal regulations must define and set parameters around the use of state authorization agreements, which nearly all states now use as part of their framework for overseeing distance education. In order to protect students and state interests, these agreements must be consistent with the enforcement of state consumer protection laws.

Finally, schools that offer distance education should disclose basic but critical information about the quality and value of their programs, such as adverse actions taken by state agencies and accreditors. Relatedly, in light of the devastating problem of students wasting their time and money to attend online job-specific programs, such as nursing or teaching, without realizing or being told that the programs will not actually qualify them for licensure in that occupation in their state, career programs should be required to meet programmatic accreditation requirements necessary for students to attain professional licenses in their home states.

V. The Overly Broad Scope of the Proposed Rulemaking Will Not Allow for Meaningful Public Input.

It is readily apparent that a single rulemaking committee and process will be unable to appropriately address each of the issues outlined in the Department’s notice, as published in the
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Federal Register on July 31, 2018.\textsuperscript{12} Therefore, to the extent the Department does move forward with a new rulemaking process, we urge it to narrow its scope.

The Higher Education Act (HEA) imposes heightened requirements for notice and comment procedures on rulemaking related to the federal student aid programs to ensure robust input from all relevant stakeholders.\textsuperscript{13} In particular, the HEA requires that the Secretary “shall obtain the advice of and recommendations from individuals and representatives of the groups involved in student financial assistance programs . . . , such as students, legal assistance organizations that represent students,” and “shall provide for a comprehensive discussion and exchange of information” and “take into account the information received through such mechanisms in the development of proposed regulations.”\textsuperscript{14}

We do not believe the Department can meet these standards in its proposed rulemaking given the tremendous breadth and complexity of the topics it proposes to address. The Department’s proposal to address more than ten detailed and distinct topics—as well as a number of complex subtopics—through a single rulemaking process and negotiating committee would preclude any possibility for “comprehensive discussion and exchange of information,”\textsuperscript{15} much less thoughtful consideration, evidence-based analysis, or effective negotiation of these critical issues. We are particularly concerned that the breadth of the proposed rulemaking will preclude sufficient opportunities to hear the voices of student borrowers, and those charged with representing their interests, on each issue, as is specifically required for lawful rulemaking under the HEA.

VI. Conclusion

As organizations that work with and on behalf of low-income student borrowers who have been harmed by actions of schools seeking to take advantage of the federal student aid system, we urge the Department to consider the risks and costs to low-income students of weakening regulation of the aid system in the name of encouraging innovation. We are concerned that the Department has inaccurately diagnosed consumer protection and oversight as a barrier to higher education, rather than a necessary component. In our experience, access to affordable, high quality, and innovative educational programs is strengthened by effective consumer protection and oversight, not weakened by it.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. We welcome any opportunities to work with the Department in preserving and strengthening protections for low-income student loan borrowers. If you have any questions about these comments, please contact Abby Shafroth (ashafroth@nclc.org).

\textsuperscript{12} Negotiated Rulemaking Committee; Public Hearings, 83 Fed. Reg. 36,814 (July 31, 2018).
\textsuperscript{13} 20 U.S.C. § 1098a.
\textsuperscript{14} 20 U.S.C. § 1098a(a).
\textsuperscript{15} Id.